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MINUTES 
CARBONDALE HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION 

December 3, 2020 

CALL TO ORDER 
Nick Miscione called the virtual December 3, 2020 meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. 

 
ROLL CALL 
The following members were present for roll call:  
 

Members:  
 

Nick Miscione, Chairperson 
Jess Pederson, Member 
John Williams, Member 
Eric Sechrist, Member 
Eric Doud, Member 
 

Town Staff Present: 
 

 

John Leybourne, Staff Liaison  
Kae McDonald, Boards & Commissions Clerk 
 
 

CONSENT AGENDA 
Motion Passed: John Williams moved to approve Carbondale Historic Preservation Commission 
(CPHC) meeting minutes from the November 5, 2020 with one correction: Change the last sentence in 
the ninth paragraph on page 2 to read: “Because historic buildings are being torn down and there is a real 
risk of losing the historic character, the current subcommittee is examining whether the design review 
process for the Old Town Residential District (OTR) should be expanded.” Jess Pederson seconded the 
motion, and it was unanimously approved.  
 
PERSONS PRESENT NOT ON THE AGENDA    
There was no one present, not on the agenda, who wished to address the board.  
 
PROPOSED LANGUAGE CHANGES TO THE UNIFIED DEVELOPMENT CODE (UDC) AND 
MUNICIPAL CODE 
Eric Doud summarized the subcommittee’s progress and referred to the packet attachments that include 
the proposed language changes for review.  The subcommittee’s goal was to try to keep the language 
changes simple, but it really isn’t.  The subcommittee proposes forming a new zoning district named the 
“Historic Downtown Area” (HDA), which would include both the Historic Commercial Core (HCC) and the 
Old Town Residential (OTR) district.  Because the design guidelines in Chapter 16 are focused primarily 
on the commercial core, if the new HDA zoning district is approved, the design guidelines would need to 
be expanded to cover residential, as well. 
 
Eric D. also pointed out that the way Chapter 16 is currently written, everything that requires a permit 
would need a courtesy review by the CHPC and might place an undue burden on commission members.  
He suggested that this language be modified to allow TOC staff to complete an administrative review for 
minor alterations and additions (under 30% floor area), allowing the CHPC to focus courtesy reviews on 
large additions or new construction.  With this change in language, the courtesy review could then be 
changed to a required review and modeled after the landmark review that requires a 90-day resolution 
period.  If no resolution is achieved after 90 days, the permit could be issued. 
 
The subcommittee also suggested adding language to the UDC that directs applicants to the design 
guidelines in Chapter 16, as well as update the language for new construction that also refers to the 
design guidelines.  Eric D. also added that it might be important to try to apply for a grant or budget 
money to hire a consultant to help refine design guidelines—the commission may need help adding 
language to cover buildings in the OTR as well as adding a specific chapter to cover design guidelines for 
new construction in the OTR. 
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Questions/Comments: 
Jess pointed out that the CHPC doesn’t have the degree of authority to require property owners to follow 
the design guidelines in Chapter 16. 
 
Eric D. responded that the subcommittee is looking for a good middle ground—the mandatory review 
would be geared towards the 90-day negotiation period.  The project can still proceed if the property 
owners and CHPC don’t come to an agreement. 
 
John Williams wondered why even have guidelines if they aren’t enforceable? 
 
Nick pointed out that the proposed code changes are geared towards a point in time when the TOC is 
ready to give the Historic Preservation Commission discretionary power. 
 
Jess reminded the commission members that there were a lot of community members that were upset 
when the CHPC was formed. 
 
John Leybourne agreed and that is why the CHPC is now taking smaller steps to gain oversight within the 
HCC and OTR. 
 
John Williams pointed out that the subcommittee listed a variety of incentives in the proved packet 
attachments.  He would really like to see the CHPC have decision-making power. 
 
Eric D.  felt like the 90-day negotiation was a good start and thought that it could be extended even longer 
to make it in the best interest of the property owner/developer to negotiate. 
 
Jess wondered if a design consultant would be able to advise the commission on how to implement 
reviews. 
 
Nick thought that the Planning and Zoning Commission would be amenable to approving language to 
expand the CHPC’s scope into the OTR.  He recommended this as the subcommittee’s next step.  He 
suggested that it might be wise to explore allowing the community members an opportunity to vote on 
whether the CHPC should transition from an advisory board to a review board.  He also thought that 
having TOC staff review simple modifications or additions would be useful and wondered what would 
trigger an administrative versus a courtesy review. 
 
Eric referred to his previous statement that modifications or additions that comprise less than 30% floor 
area would fall under an administrative review and anything more than that would require a CHPC 
courtesy review. 
 
John Leybourne added that whether the CHPC could transition from an advisory board to a review board 
would require an amendment to Chapter 16 and the UDC, and that process would go through the BOT 
rather than through the community as a ballot question. 
 
Eric S. thought that it was unique to have design guidelines that were not enforceable.  He advocated for 
using incentives to get property owners on board with the historic preservation process. 
 
Nick suggested that a height variance would be a valuable incentive in the HCC. 
 
John Leybourne pointed out that incentives tend to be more of a negotiation between the developer and 
the TOC. 
 
Nick used the Dinkle Building as an example—he wondered if the CHPC and/or the TOC would be 
opposed to offering a penthouse offset from the façade as an incentive to keep the building from being 
torn down.  He asked the other commission members how they felt about such an option.  Eric D. would 
prefer to see some latitude in the incentives offered, because he feels like it would allow for more 
creativity on the property owners’ part.  However, if no other incentives are offered, he could see such an 
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idea working.  Jess was open to a general variance.  John W. was also open to a height variance, as long 
as the exterior of the building were being preserved.  Eric S. was also open to a height variance if the 
alternative were tearing the building down.  John L. was also in agreement with the commission members 
but stressed that the most important factor was preservation of the main structure. 
 
John W. worried that granting a height variance would set a precedent.  Nick agreed but qualified that the 
height variance would be limited to the HCC. 
 
Jess suggested that in the OTR an incentive would be allowing an ADU.  Nick responded that allowing an 
ADU would eliminate the possibility of landmarking that property because it affects the integrity of the 
landscaping. 
 
John W. suggested that if the OTR were to be moved into a broader HDA definition, property 
owners/developers should be required to follow the 19th century design guidelines.  He referred to the 
language on page 6 of the packet under the Uniform Development Code, Section 17.3.2.3.A. 
 
Nick disagreed with this language and pointed out that new construction should follow current guidelines 
and adhere to the language of the era it is built in. 
 
Jess agreed with Nick and commented that buildings need to “read” historic, with new structures echoing 
the general design. 
 
Eric S. suggested that the language in that passage was a little strong and overreaching.  He suggested 
that rather than "This area has unique scenic, historic, natural, and design features that should be 
preserved and SHALL CONTINUE TO FOLLOW TURN-OF-THE-CENTURY ARCHITECTURAL 
DESIGNS AND FEATURES AS THEY ARE integrated into new development. Special emphasis shall be 
on the quality and HISTORIC character of the built environment in this district…" the passage should read 
“…PRESERVE AND SHALL CONSIDER CONTEXT OF OTR ZONE DISTRICT…” 
 
John L. liked Eric S. language and reminded the commission members that such language is already 
memorialized in the code and new buildings within the ITR must reflect any historic buildings they are 
built next to. 
 
Eric D. reiterated that he would really like to see some money put towards a consultant to help refine the 
design guidelines. 
 
John L. emphasized the need for the commission to only take on a few things at a time.  He would like to 
see the commission focus on review requirements for the HCC and then move on to the OTR. 
 
Jess agreed that the commission needs a clear vision of what needs to be accomplished. 
 
Nick commented that he would like to see the CHPC scope expanded to include courtesy reviews in the 
OTR and then progress towards mandatory reviews. 
 
Eric S. agreed with Eric D. that he would like to see enforceable design guidelines in the UDC. 
 
John L. added that it comes down to “should” versus “shall” language. 
 
Nick liked the language surrounding the 90-day negotiation period that could possibly be extended to 180 
days. 
 
Eric D. would like to propose that option to the Planning and Zoning Commission.  He added that the 
purpose would really be to slow the developer down enough that they see a financial benefit to 
negotiating. 
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Jess added that if the review period were to be extended to 180 days, a schematic review should be 
added at the beginning of the project so the developer is aware of what they may be facing. 
 
Nick summarized the discussion by suggesting that two achievable goals would be to refine the review 
process for the OTR and advocate for a mandatory review with a 90-day negotiation period. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
The December 3, 2020 regular meeting adjourned at 7:50 p.m. The next regular meeting is scheduled for 
January 7, 2020 at 6:30 pm. 
 
 


